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ON TIE DISTINGUISHED POINTS OF THE COMPLEX FORMATION 
FUNCTION 
By P. HUITN and M.T. BECK 
Instituts of Inorganic and Analytical Clemistry, Tie University, 
Szeged 
The complex formation 'Vnrtjon 'overage coordination number) introduced 
by BJERRUM and LBDPN cx - M 
C Me 
taking into consideration the successive equilibria, can be written in the following 
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Certain points of tliis function love peculiar properties. According to BJERRUM 
the reciprocal va!aes of the free ligand concentrations in the so called^ "half value 
points» (iT =. n-l/2) give direcfly the values of tie equilibrium constaris K^ We 
stated those relations of île ajustants which render possible the very good 
approximation of the formation constants. Nevertheless it must be noted that tie 
half value points have no exact chemical meaning. 
In contrast to tliis tie so called integer value points of formation function 
have the following chemical meaning • when n " n the concentra Bon of MeX 
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reaches its naximal value. This can be* easily seen differentiating (2) and this 
is valid independently of the relation of tie constants 
Experimental methods ,vcve elaborated to determine the tie integral value 
points of tie formation Lectin. These methods make it possible to control the 
reality of tlie formation constants estimated by the usual methods, 
The details of this work will-be published in Acta Cldmica Hungarica. 
